When asked to defend a massive spending agenda, President Biden said:

"What would they have me cut? What would they have me leave out?"

We are glad you asked, Mr. President.

From the Treasury to Tokyo

Under the Biden Administration, it turns out non-U.S. citizens don’t have to illegally cross U.S. borders to get access to Biden Bailout Bill spending.

$1,400 stimulus checks are now apparently arriving in the mailboxes of Japanese citizens living in Japan – where upwards of 70,000 people may have qualified to receive these checks.

According to a 79-year old Japanese citizen who received a check, “The United States has so much money to spare that it gives out (the checks) to foreigners like me who lived there about 40 years ago.”

Well, actually, no. America is a generous nation, but we are also $22 trillion in debt, and under President Biden’s budget proposal, we will be $39 trillion in debt by the end of the decade.

Stay tuned for more.
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